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9:00 AM PDT 

Introduction 
Eunjoo Pacifici, PharmD, PhD 
USC, SC-CTSI, School of Pharmacy I Chair & Associate Professor, Dept. of Reg. & Quality Sciences 
Associate Director, DK Kim lnternational Center for Regulatory Science 

9:30 AM PDT 
What is Digital/AI/Machine Learning? How is It Used? 
Steve Thompson, BS  
ValGenesis Inc. | Director Industry Solutions  

10:15 AM PDT Break 

10:30 AM PDT 

Clinical Virtual Reality: Seven Ways that Virtual Reality Will Change the World of 
Mental Healthcare! 
Albert “Skip” Rizzo, PhD 
USC Davis School of Gerontology and USC Keck School of Medicine Dept. of Psychiatry & Behavioral 
Sciences I Research Professor 

12:00 PM PDT Lunch 

1:00 PM PDT 
Regulatory Framework for the Digital World 
Steve Thompson, BS 
ValGenesis Inc. | Director Industry Solutions 

2:00 PM PDT 
Use of AI in Drug Development 
Megan Doyle, JD, MPH 
Amgen | Director, Global Regulatory and R&D Policy  

3:00 PM PDT Break 

3:15 PM PDT 
Cybersecurity 
Jay Nayar, MS, RAC 
Google | Regulatory Affairs 

4:30 PM PDT 
Wrap-Up 
Susan Bain, DRSc 
USC, School of Pharmacy I Assistant Professor, Dept. of Reg. & Quality Sciences  

 



Regulatory Science Symposium: 
Emerging Technologies in the Medical Device Industry 

Speaker Bios 

 
 

Eunjoo Pacifici, PharmD, PhD, is the Chair and Associate 
Professor of Regulatory and Quality Sciences and Associate 
Director of the DK Kim International Center for Regulatory 
Science at USC. Dr. Pacifici received a BS in Biochemistry 
from the University of California Los Angeles followed by a 
PharmD and PhD in Toxicology from USC. She conducted 
her graduate research in the laboratory of Dr. Alex Sevanian 
in the Institute for Toxicology where she studied the 
mechanism of oxidative damage and repair in endothelial cell 
membrane. Before returning to USC as faculty, Dr. Pacifici 
worked at Amgen and gained experience in conducting 
clinical research with a special focus on the Asia Pacific and 
Latin America regions. She initially worked in the clinical development group managing U.S. 
investigational sites and central laboratories and then went on to work in the Asia Pacific / 
Latin America group interfacing with local clinical and regulatory staff in Japan, the People’s 
Republic of China, Taiwan, and Mexico. She represented regional clinical and regulatory 
views on therapeutic product development teams and led satellite task forces in order to align 
local efforts with U.S. activities. Her additional professional experiences include community 
pharmacy practice in various settings and clinical pharmacy practice at the Hospital of the 
Good Samaritan in Los Angeles. Her current focus is on developing the next generation of 
regulatory scientists and pharmacy professionals with the knowledge, tools, and skills to 
expedite the development of innovative, safe, and effective biomedical products. 
epacific@usc.edu 

Steve Thompson, BS, is the Director Industry Solutions at 
Valgenesis Inc. He holds a Bachelor of Science in Computer 
Information Systems and Computer Science from DeVry 
University and is certified by the Parenteral Drug Association 
(PDA) as a Computer Systems Auditor. He has worked in Life 
Sciences for over 20 years and have audited hundreds of 
companies globally. He is a published author, board member 
of for the Pacific Regional Chapter of the Society of Quality 
Assurance, on the Editorial Advisory Board for a peer-reviewed 
industry journal, recipient of the APEX 2020 “Award of 
Excellence” in the category of “Writing.” He often shares his 
expertise about the roles of digital learning, artificial intelligence, and machine learning in the 
medical product industry at USC as a guest lecturer. Steve.thompson@valgenesis.com   

mailto:epacific@usc.edu
mailto:Steve.thompson@valgenesis.com


 

Albert “Skip, Rizzo, PhD, is a Research Professor at the 
USC Keck School of Medicine, Department of Psychiatry and 
Behavioral Sciences and at the USC Davis School of 
Gerontology. He is also the Director for Medical Virtual 
Reality at the USC Institute of Creative Technologies. He 
holds a PhD in Clinical Psychology from Binghamton 
University and MS in Experimental Psychology from 
University of New Orleans. He conducts research on the 
design, development, and evaluation of virtual reality (VR) 
systems targeting the areas of clinical assessment, treatment 
rehabilitation and resilience. This work spans the domains of 
psychological, cognitive, and motor functioning in both 
healthy and clinical populations. In the past, he received the American Psychological 
Association’s 2010 Award for Outstanding Contributions to the Treatment of Trauma for his 
work related to virtual reality-based exposure therapy to treat PTSD. His current work 
involves the design of virtual reality or VR scenarios to address social and vocational 
interaction in persons with autistic spectrum disorder. He is senior editor of the MIT Press 
journal, Presence: Teleoperators and Virtual Environments. He also sits on several editorial 
boards for journals in the areas of cognition and computer technology (Cognitive Technology; 
Journal of Computer Animation and Virtual Worlds; Media Psychology) and is the creator of 
the Virtual Reality Mental Health Email Listserve (VRPSYCH). rizzo@ict.usc.edu 

Megan Doyle, JD, MPH is the Director of Global Regulatory 
and R&D Policy at Amgen Inc. She received her JD from 
Georgetown University Law Center, MPH from John Hopkins, 
and a bachelor’s in Journalism from George Washington 
University. She possesses over a decade of legal experience, 
advising on matters pertaining to the regulation of drugs, 
medical devices, combination products, and in vitro 
diagnostics. She spent seven years at a medical device 
practice at Hogan Lovells before joining Amgen as a Senior 
Counsel for Health Regulatory. She also served as the law 
department companion diagnostic lead, advising on the co-
development process for teams developing targeted policies 
that require a companion diagnostic. In her current role as Director, she is the Global Policy 
Lead for Diagnostics, Digital Health, and Combination Products. For the past 2+ years, she 
shares her expertise regarding FDA regulation of medical devices as a guest speaker at John 
Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health.  Medoyle@amgen.com   

mailto:Medoyle@amgen.com


 

Susan Bain, DRSc is an Assistant Professor of Regulatory 
and Quality Sciences at USC and formerly a Professor of 
Practice and Program Director for Clinical, Regulatory and 
Quality at Keck Graduate Institute’s (KGI) and Adjunct 
Professor of Practice and Concentration Coordinator for 
Clinical and Regulatory in KGI’s School of Pharmacy. She 
received a doctorate of regulatory science, a Master of 
Science in regulatory science from USC and a Bachelor of 
Science in biological science from Cal Poly, Pomona. She also 
holds a graduate certificate in effective supervision from Cal 
Poly Pomona. She is an accomplished quality and regulatory 
professional with experience in the medical device, 
pharmaceutical, and biotechnology industries. She has a diverse regulatory compliance 
background in a broad range of FDA-regulated industries. Her most recent corporate 
experience includes serving as a Vice President of Quality/Regulatory Assurance and 
Operations at medical device company and has held various management positions in 
Quality Control/Assurance and Regulatory Affairs over the past 25 years with firms including 
Baxter Healthcare, Grifols, Medegen, Inc., Peregrine Corporation, and Watson 
Pharmaceuticals. Additionally, Susan also worked at the FDA as an Investigator, focusing on 
drugs and medical devices. She currently is a member of the Orange County Regulatory 
Association (OCRA), Drug Information Association (DIA), Parenteral Drug Association (PDA), 
Association of Graduate Regulatory Educators (AGRE), and Regulatory Affairs Professionals 
Society (RAPS). bain@usc.edu  

 

mailto:bain@usc.edu


Emerging Technologies in 
the Medical Device Industry
Introduction

Regulatory Science Symposium

Eunjoo Pacifici, PharmD, PhD
Chair and Associate Professor, Regulatory and Quality Sciences
Associate Director, DK Kim International Center for Regulatory Science 



SC CTSI Clinical Research Support (CRS)
A single stop for accessing all services an investigator and research team needs to 
develop, activate, conduct, and report results for human subject research studies
Initial focus on investigator-initiated trials (non-cancer)

o Services: 
• Clinical research coordinators for hire
• Research navigation
• Recruitment support
• Budget preparation support

o Clinical Trials Unit (CTU):
• Skilled research and nursing staff
• Services to support highly-complex human subjects research studies
• Specimen processing lab 

o Voucher program:
• Awards up to $3,000 to generate new data for development of clinical and/or 

community research projects

https://sc-ctsi.org/about/groups/clinical-research-support

Lily Jara, BS
Clinical Research 
Supervisor,
COVID-19 
Biorepository 
Project Manager, 
CRS

Contact 
Information:
crs@sc-ctsi.org

https://sc-ctsi.org/about/groups/clinical-research-support
mailto:crs@sc-ctsi.org


Clinical Trial Quality Training Series

1. Go to: https://uscregsci.remote-learner.net

2. Click create new account (right-hand side)

3. Type in your information and click 
Create my new account (bottom of page)

4. Open your email and click the link to confirm 
your account

5. Click courses (middle of page)

6. Scroll down and click the desired module

7. Click Enroll me (middle of page) 

Chapter on Remote Monitoring now available! 

https://uscregsci.remote-learner.net/


Georgia CTSA and SC CTSI: Online Course 
Catalog
o Free trainings for clinical research workforce

o Free, one-time registration to the first 400 
registrants

o Registration provides unlimited access to all 
courses and programs in the Online Course 
Catalog

o Participants earn a certificate or badge with contact 
hours upon completion of a course or program

o Contact hours can be used for CRP certification  
renewal

o To get started: 
https://twd.ce.emorynursingexperience.com/

https://twd.ce.emorynursingexperience.com/


Find us on our website: https://regulatory.usc.edu/
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Degree Programs

Five Graduate Streams
o DRSc
o MS Regulatory Science
o MS Regulatory Management
o MS Management of Drug Development 
o MS Medical Product Quality 

Certificates
o Food safety 
o Regulatory Science 
o Early Drug Development 
o Clinical Design and Management
o Patient and Product Safety 

Nancy Pire-Smerkanich
DRSc, MS

Assistant Professor
Department of Regulatory 
and Quality Sciences

piresmer@usc.edu

mailto:piresmer@usc.edu


Symposiums
o 2015 - Clinical Trial Hurdles
o 2016 Spring - Clinical Trial Startup
o 2016 Fall - Monitoring and Auditing
o 2017 Spring - Clinical Trials in Special Populations 
o 2017 Fall - Clinical Trials in Era of Emerging Technologies and Treatments
o 2018 Spring - Regulatory Aspects of Clinical Trial Design 
o 2018 Fall - Pharmacovigilance and Safety Reporting
o 2019 Spring - Patient-Centered Drug Development and Real World Evidence/Data
o 2019 Summer - Clinical Trials with Medical Devices
o 2019 Fall - Legal Aspects of Conducting Clinical Trials
o 2020 Spring - Quality by Design in Clinical Trials
o 2020 Fall – Diversity in Clinical Trials in the Time of COVID-19
o 2021 Spring – Clinical Research Career Pathways (half-day)
o 2021 Spring – Principles of Global Clinical Research for Medical Devices
o 2021 Fall – Innovation to Translation: Role of Genomics in Medical Product Development
o 2022 Spring – Make Informed Decisions: Key Statistical Principles to Clinical Trial Design
o 2022 Fall – Emerging Technologies in the Medical Device Industry
o 2023 Spring - TBD

Symposium recordings are easily accessible for viewing on the SC CTSI’s online educational library https://sc-ctsi.org/training-
education/courses?audience=researchProfessionals

https://sc-ctsi.org/training-education/courses?audience=researchProfessionals
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Before the end of today’s symposium, you will 
receive a link to take the program evaluation.  

Follow this link to the Survey:
Take the Survey

Please complete the program evaluation to receive a 
certificate of completion by Friday, October 7, 2022.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Send to breakout rooms after this.

https://redcap.med.usc.edu/surveys/?s=P9NHWHXYHCE9FJDW&event_name=%27Emerging%20Technologies%20in%20the%20Medical%20Device%20Industry%209-23-2022%27


Thank You!
regulatory.usc.edu

Phone: (323) 442-3521

Email: regsci@usc.edu
Facebook: @RegSci

www.sc-ctsi.org

Phone: (323) 442-4032

Email: info@sc-ctsi.org
Twitter: @SoCalCTSI

https://regulatory.usc.edu/
mailto:regsci@usc.edu
http://www.sc-ctsi.org/
mailto:info@sc-ctsi.org


ValGenesis VLMS
The de facto standard for

100%
PAPERLESS

VALIDATION

Valgenesis.com

ValGenesis, Inc.
ValGenesis, Inc., 395 Oyster Point Boulevard, Suite 228, South San Francisco, CA 94080    Phone 510 445 0505 

Digital | Artificial Intelligence | Machine Learning
What are they, and How are they used
27 AUG 2021

Steve Thompson, Director Industry Solutions



DIGITAL



ASCII: what the computer understands

L = 076 

l = 108

1 = 049

O = 079

o = 111

0 = 048

For lowercase letters, add 32 to uppercase value
Subtract 32 to go from lowercase to uppercase



SOURCE: Varonis

https://www.varonis.com/blog/data-integrity/


People vs

Systems
Digital



Humans have perspectives and opinions

• Humans are unpredictable
• Software is created by human(s) who have perspective, right or wrong
• Oversight & testing is crucial

• You can’t validate a human
• People are inconsistent and may be unaware of their actions

• People aren’t good with tedious tasks and large data sets

Wisdom
Knowledge
Information

Data

PEOPLE

TECHNOLOGY



System 
perspective

Technology

65



Systems don’t have perspective

• Systems have a program they execute
• Program (software) is created by human(s) who have perspective, 

right or wrong
• Oversight and testing is crucial

• Validated to ensure consistent intended performance
• Once validated, system will execute as designed (right or wrong)

• Technology systems are great at processing tedious tasks with 
volumes of data Wisdom

Knowledge
Information

Data

PEOPLE

TECHNOLOGY



Hybrid 
perspective

People

Technology



Hybrid is the best of both worlds

SYSTEMS
Designed

Developed
Programmed

Data

PEOPLE
Born

Taught
Perceive

Information & Knowledge

Wisdom
Knowledge
Information

Data

PEOPLE

TECHNOLOGY

But we must know and respect the other operates



Artificial
Intelligence

AI



Artificial Intelligence
is when a machine displays 

some human-like
intelligence

“ “

SOURCE: RazorSocial.com

AI

https://www.razorsocial.com/artificial-intelligence-a-modern-approach-to-marketing/


SO
U

RCE: RazorSocial.com

https://www.razorsocial.com/artificial-intelligence-a-modern-approach-to-marketing/


Artificial General 
Intelligence

The hypothetical ability of an 
intelligent agent to understand 

or learn any intellectual task that a human being can 

It is a primary goal of some artificial intelligence research 
and a common topic in science fiction

“
“

SOURCE: Wikipedia

AGI

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artificial_general_intelligence


SOURCE: YouTube

HAL 9000
IBM

VMS
WNT

AGI

Presenter will bring video for this slide

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qDrDUmuUBTo


Machine learning 
• Method of data analysis 
• Automates analytical model building
• Branch of artificial intelligence
based on the idea that systems can:
• Learn from data, 
• identify patterns, and 
• make decisions
• with minimal human intervention

SOURCE: SAS.com. 

ML

https://www.sas.com/en_us/insights/analytics/machine-learning.html#:%7E:text=Machine%20learning%20is%20a%20method,decisions%20with%20minimal%20human%20intervention


Supervised learning

Unsupervised learning

Semi-supervised learning

Dataset observations are labeled
Algorithms learn to predict output from input

Dataset observations are unlabeled
Algorithms learn to inherent structure from the input

Some dataset observations are labeled
Most are usually unlabeled. 
A mixture of supervised and unsupervised methods are used







DOGS CATS
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g

Cat that looks 
like a dog



T H A N K  Y O U

Valgenesis.com

ValGenesis, Inc. SAN FRANCISCO   .  TAMPA   .   CHENNAI   .   SCHIPHOL   .   MUNICH    .   TORONTO

ValGenesis, Inc., 395 Oyster Point Boulevard, Suite 228, South San Francisco, CA 94080    Phone 510 445 0505 

Steve Thompson, Director Industry Solutions

Steven.Thompson@valgenesis.com

Mobile
(01) 805-509-4012

Digital | Artificial Intelligence | Machine Learning
What are they, and How are they used

27 AUG 2021



Skip Rizzo, Ph.D.  
USC Institute for Creative Technologies

Cognitive Leap



Skip Rizzo, Ph.D.  
USC Institute for Creative Technologies

Cognitive Leap



USC Institute for             
Creative Technologies



Skip Rizzo, Ph.D., Director                                            
Clinical, Neuro, Experimental Psychology

Interdisciplinary Expertise

Andrew Leeds, B.A.
Technical Design/Support

Chris Reist
Psychiatry

Kevin Chang
Rehab Software Engineer

David Kwok
Project/Financial Management

Thomas Talbot, M.D.
Principal Medical Expert, VR Development

Arno Hartholt, M.S.
VR Design & Production

Sharon Mozgai, M.S.
Assistant Director

Rich DiNinni, M.A.
Empower Project Leader

Psychological

Motor

Cognitive

Virtual Humans

VR Exposure Therapy & Resilience Training Cognitive  Assessment

Virtual PatientSimCoachGame-Based Rehab
Cerebral Palsy Family Forum



VR integrates realtime computer processing, interface technology, body tracking & 
sensory displays to support a user to interact with and/or become immersed in a 

computer generated simulated environment. 



HumanCentric





=

1st Link Aviation Simulator (1929) Virtual Reality (2022)



=

To Test and Train   
Piloting Ability

To Test, Train, Teach & Treat      
Psychological, Cognitive, & Motor Functioning

1st Link Aviation Simulator (1929) Virtual Reality (2022)









Soft-Touch 
Interviewer

Cranky Interviewer!



From Specific Phobias to

1994

2022

PTSD

Addiction 

Persecutory Delusions

Depression

Acute Pain Distraction

Chronic Pain

Autism

ADHD

Stroke, TBI, Parkinson’s

Spinal Cord Injury

Cerebral Palsy

Enhancing Empathy 

And Many More…



 Ecological validity

 Stimulus control and consistency

 Repetitive and hierarchical stimulus 
delivery possible

 Self-guided exploration and independent 
practice

 Stimulus and response modification 
contingent on user’s impairments

 Complete naturalistic performance record

 Cueing stimuli for “errorless learning”

 Real time performance feedback

 Safe testing and training environment 
which minimizes risks due to errors 

 Graduated, systematic exposure 

 Distraction Control

 Gaming factors to enhance  motivation

 Low cost functional environments that 
can be duplicated and distributed

 Patient ENGAGEMENT!!!



APA Journal: Neuropsychology, Dec. 2017
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Skip Rizzo, Ph.D.  
USC Institute for Creative Technologies       

Cognitive Leap





In the beginning…

Exposure 
Therapy!





1997









In spite of the impoverished nature of the VR Graphic Content…

…the brain can be fooled to perceive something in VR that creates an 
Emotionally Evocative Experience even if the user “knows” it’s only a simulation!





Fear of Flying

Fear of HeightsFear of Public Speaking

Fear of Crowds



Every day, almost 3,700
people are killed globally
in road traffic crashes.

The worldwide number of
people killed in crashes
of commercial planes in
2019 was 257 fatalities.



2008



2015



2015



2019



2019
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 Virtual Vietnam – Emory University (Rothbaum et al)

 World Trade Center – Weill Cornell Medical Center/U of Wash (Difede, Hoffman et al)

 Terrorist Bus Bombing - U. of Haifa/U of Wash (Josman et al)

 Motor Vehicle Accidents – Univ. of Buffalo  (Beck et al)

 Emma’s World - Universitat de València, Spain (Botella et al)

 Virtual Angola – U. of Lusófona de Humanidades e Tecnologias, Lisbon  (Gamito et al)

 Virtual Iraq/Afghanistan – USC Institute for Creative Technologies (Rizzo , Hartholt, Pair et al)



“…some patients refuse to engage in the treatment, and
others, though they express willingness, are unable to
engage their emotions or senses.”

(Difede & Hoffman, 2002)

Engagement Is Fundamental!



“…The percentage of study subjects whose responses met the screening criteria for major
depression, generalized anxiety, or PTSD was significantly higher after duty in Iraq (15.6 to
17.1 percent) than after duty in Afghanistan (11.2 percent) or before deployment to Iraq
(9.3%)” (Hoge et al., 2004)

From Combat to Cops to COVID…

2004 to Present



2004 to Present





45

14 Diverse Customizable Scenarios
Treated as part of the Rothbaum study at Emory U



Need to Guard Against the perception that VR Tools are 
designed to eliminate the need for a Well Trained Clinician

So,Tell me about 
your mother?

Technology doesn’t “fix” anyone, it is simply a tool for extending the skill of a clinician.





EnviroScent System
Night Vision 
HMD Rig

Courtesy of Quantum 3D

Base Shaker
Platform

Integrate Scent and VibrationNatural Navigational Control

OVR



Clinical Research

Skip Rizzo, Barbara Rothbaum, JoAnn Difede, Greg Reger CTR, Josh Spitalnick, Rob Mclay 
LCDR, Kevin Holloway, Judith Cukor Maryrose Gerardi, Mike Roy COL, Greg Gahm COL, & 

Russell Shilling CDR



17

22

27

32

37

42

47

52

57

PRE TX    POST TX

Pre-Treatment
Post-Treatment
3 Month FU

p < .001
(n=20)

16 of 20 No Longer meet DSM criteria 
for PTSD at Post-TX

p < .001
(n=14)

1 Week 
Post TX

3 Month 
Post TXPre-TX

Average # of Sessions < 11
Treatment Completers n=20

Naval Med Center SD/Camp Pendleton
PTSD Checklist-Military (PCL-M)

PreTreatment, PostTreatment & 3 Month Follow-up
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Assessment over Time
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Average # of Sessions < 11

16 Successful

Treatment Completers n=20

17 = No Symptoms 
Endorsed

4 Unsuccessful   

Naval Med Center SD/Camp Pendleton
PTSD Checklist-Military (PCL-M)

PreTreatment, PostTreatment & 3 Month Follow-up
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25
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40
45
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70
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90
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100

VRET

Pre-Treatme
Post-Treatm

Pre-TX Post TX

p <.001 
(n=93)

Three Week Intensive Treatment combined 
with Trauma Management Therapy

Treatment Completers n=93

2017 University of Central Florida                 
(Beidel et al., 2017, 2019)

Clinician Administered PTSD Scale (CAPS)
PreTreatment & PostTreatment

Effect Size      
d = 2.06 

Long term Follow-up (3/6months showed that 
gains were maintained)
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30
35

40

45

50

55

60

65

70

75

80
85

90

PRE TX    POST TX

Pre-Treatment
Post-Treatment
6 Month FU
1 year

Post TX
6 Month 
Post TXPre-TX

Emory University (Rothbaum et al)
Clinician Administered PTSD Scale (CAPS) 

PreTreatment, PostTreatment, 6 Month, & 1 Year Follow-up

Exposure Sessions = 5
Treatment Completers n=156

Overall results (p < .001; d=1.56)

1 year Post 
TX

Post-Treatment Follow-up to 1 Year



Startle response during VR scenes
decreased with treatment

Norrholm, S.D., Jovanovic, T., Gerardi, M., Breazeale, K.G., Davis, M., Duncan, E.J., Ressler, K.J.,Bradley, B., Rizzo, 
A.A., & Rothbaum, B.O. (2016). Psychophysiological and Cortisol Reactivity as a Predictor of PTSD Treatment 

Outcome in Virtual Reality Exposure Therapy. Behaviour Research and Therapy, 82: 28-37



Startle response during VR scenes
decreased with treatment

Norrholm, S.D., Jovanovic, T., Gerardi, M., Breazeale, K.G., Davis, M., Duncan, E.J., Ressler, K.J.,Bradley, B., Rizzo, 
A.A., & Rothbaum, B.O. (2016). Psychophysiological and Cortisol Reactivity as a Predictor of PTSD Treatment 

Outcome in Virtual Reality Exposure Therapy. Behaviour Research and Therapy, 82: 28-37

Cortisol reactivity attenuated with treatment



Intent-to-treat analyses found that both PE and VRE resulted in significant reductions in PTSD symptoms relative to those in
the WL. The majority of patients demonstrated reliable change in PTSD symptoms. PE outperformed VR at 3/6 month FU.

N=162



N=192

Difede, Rothbaum, Rizzo, Wyka, Spielman, Reist, Roy, Jovanovic, Norrholm, Cukor, Olden, Glatt & Lee (2022)

July 2022

• VRET Equivalent to Prolonged Exposure with all Participants
• VRET Produced Better Outcomes in PTSD Patients w/Co-morbid Depression
• VRET Preferred Prior to Treatment Assignment



Military Sexual Trauma project



17

22

27

32

37

42

47

PRE TX    POST TX

Pre-Treatment
Post-Treatment
3 Month FU

70% showed a clinically meaningful >30% drop in 
PTSD symptoms
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Post TX 3 Month FUPre-TX

Study Completers n=11

* Significant pre-post difference on CAPS: t(9) = 3.81, p = .004; Maintained at 3 month follow-up 

Similar significant reductions in PHQ-9 
Depression Scale

Results from pilot safety/feasibility trial

2019

Emory Healthcare Veterans Program
Clinician Administered PTSD Scale (CAPS)
PreTreatment, PostTreatment & 3 Month Follow-up



Reconceptualize Therapy
VR Post Deployment 

Reset TrainingOption:

May appeal to a 
Generation of 
Soldiers who 
have Grown up 

Digital!
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Tech translation from Military to Civilian needs! 
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Tech translation from Military to Civilian needs! 

VR Exposure Therapy

VR Mindfulness/Meditation

Mobile Health & Wellness App

Online Healthcare 
Professional 

Burnout Coach





For more Detail

Rizzo, A., Hartholt, A. & Mozgai, S. (in press). Virtual
Reality and PTSD: From Combat to COVID-19 to Cops
and Beyond. In: Greenleaf, W. & Fine, R. (eds,) Applied
Virtual Reality in Healthcare: Case Studies and
Perspectives. Cool Blue Media, Washington D.C.

https://appliedvirtualrealityinhealthcare.com/



Metaverse Prototype for VRET application to 
address longer term PTS needs.



Metaverse Prototype for Social Support applications to address 
more immediate refugee community needs using spherical imagery

Avatar Styles



Jessica Stone, Ph.D.







VR Pain Management





(e.g., Broadbent, 1958; Shiffrin & Schneider, 1977; McCaul & Malott, 1984)

Like a Spotlight 
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Video game during Burn Wound care In VR during Burn Wound care
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DISTRACT



fMRI VR Pain Distraction
(Hoffman et al.)

Reduced Activation in: Primary & Secondary Somatosensory Cortex, Anterior 
Cingulate, Thalamus and Insula



Immersive virtual reality provides a particularly intense form of cognitive distraction during such
brief, painful procedures, and has undergone preliminary study by several research groups treating
burn patients over the past decade. Initial reports from these groups are consistent in suggesting that
immersive virtual reality is logistically feasible, safe and effective in ameliorating the pain and
anxiety experienced in various settings of post‐burn pain. Furthermore, the technique appears
applicable to a wide age range of patients and may be particularly well‐adapted for use in children,
one of the most challenging populations of burn victims to treat.
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“These data suggest that VR may have a role in acutely painful procedures…Further research is 
required to validate findings, establish cost efficacy and optimal clinical settings for usage.“
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A Randomized, Controlled Trial of Immersive Virtual Reality Analgesia during Physical Therapy 
for Pediatric Burn Injuries

Schmitt, Y. S., Hoffman, H. G., Blough, D. K., Patterson, D. R., Jensen, M. P., Soltani, M., ... & Sharar, S. R. (2011). A randomized, 
controlled trial of immersive virtual reality analgesia, during physical therapy for pediatric burns. Burns, 37(1), 61-68.,

Worst Pain Time Thinking About Pain

Pain Unplesantness Fun

N=54
= Standard Therapy

= VR w/Standard Therapy

DISTRACT
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The Impact of Virtual Reality Distraction on Pain and Anxiety during Dental Treatment in 4-6 
Year-Old Children: a Randomized Controlled Clinical Trial 

Aminabadi, N. A., Erfanparast, L., Sohrabi, A., Oskouei, S. G., & Naghili, A. (2012). The impact of virtual reality distraction on pain 
and anxiety during dental treatment in 4-6 year-old children: a randomized controlled clinical trial. Journal of dental research, 

dental clinics, dental prospects, 6(4), 117.

N=120; Aged 4-6

DISTRACT

VR Counterbalanced with Control over 2 Dental appointments
Worst Pain Time Thinking About Pain

Pain Unplesantness Fun

PAIN Ratings State Anxiety

VR

Control

Control
ControlControl

VR

VR

VR

VR 1st DayVR 1st Day VR 2nd Day VR 2nd Day
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Virtual Reality Analgesia for Pediatric Dental Patients

DISTRACTAtzori, B., Lauro Grotto, R., Giugni, A., Calabrò, M., Alhalabi, W., & Hoffman, H. G. (2018). Virtual reality 
analgesia for pediatric dental patients. Frontiers in psychology, 9, 2265.

2018



 Standard Care + Visual Occlusion; n=18 

 VR HMD w/Force Feedback Joystick; n=13

 VR Flatscreen w/Force Feedback Joystick; n=12

 Cartoon; n=14

(n = 67)

VR Pain Distraction for Children Undergoing Venipuncture

Between group comparison of 4 conditions:

Other Variables: Presence; Anxiety; Parental/Phlebotomist ratings; etc.
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Needle and IV Insertion

2017 2018

2019



“The evidence for impact of VR
analgesia on chronic pain is
under‐investigated, compared to
impacts on acute pain…more
research is needed to support
the long‐term benefits of using
VR for managing pain,
particularly for chronic pain.”

What about Chronic Pain?





Virtual Reality Scenario’s   Used

Titanic ®                     World of Art ®         
Oceans Below ®

Susan M. Schneider, PhD, RN, AOCN
Duke University

2000-2004



Evaluation of Overall Experience
 82% indicated that this treatment was better than previous 

treatments (n=182)
 No subjects indicated that the virtual reality experience             

made them feel worse 
 100% liked the virtual reality intervention
 100% indicated that they would like to use the virtual reality        

again during another chemotherapy treatment

P e r c e p t io n  o f  T im eP e r c e p t io n  o f  T im e

 t  =  3 .6 9     p  <  .0 0 1

0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70

A ctual Perceived

Susan M. Schneider, PhD, RN, AOCN
Duke University

2000-2004



VR and Music Therapy are useful interventions for alleviating anxiety and for improving mood
states in breast cancer patients during chemotherapy. Moreover, VR seems more effective than
Music Therapy in relieving anxiety, depression, and fatigue.



https://www.18loop.org/





VR Pain Distraction Review
(Hoffman et al., 2019)

Request copy at: rizzo@ict.usc.edu
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 focus on  specific targets derived from data-driven assessment
to direct treatment

 be adjustable in terms of difficulty level from something 
simple for the patient to accomplish, to a level nearing 
normal performance

 be administered repetitively and hierarchically
 be quantifiable in order to assess progress
 provide the client with strategic feedback as to the outcome 

of performance
 have some relevance to real world function
 motivate participation!



Neuroscience Rationale

(based on Merzenich’s Model on drivers for Neuroplasticity)

 Attention drives Cholinergic system

 Novelty drives Noradrenergic/Serotonergic system

 Reward drives Dopaminergic system

All Elements of Well Designed Games!!!





University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey

New Jersey Institute of Technology

Alma Merians & Gerard Fluet

Sergei Adamovich, Qinyin Qiu & Ian Lafond
2009



Merians, Adamovich, Qiu, Lafond & Fluet, 2009

Jebsen Test of Hand Function 28% (15) P=.03*

Wolf Motor Function Test 25% (11) P=.000025*

9 hole peg test 19% (30) P=.08

Box and Blocks Test 12% (10) P=.02*

 Mean age = 58  
 7 male  4  female
 Mean  - 6 yrs. post stroke (9 mos-15 yrs)
 6 right hemiplegia, 5 left hemiplegia
 All cortical - ischemic strokes 
 6 Months Post CVA 

Exclusion Criteria: severe aphasia, hemispatial neglect, upper extremity botox within 3 months

= 20 Hours over   2 Weeks 
(8-10 sessions)

2009

Four game simulations that combined arm transport and hand manipulation



2015

24 Sessions: Robot Assisted VR Therapy Improved outcomes over USUAL CARE

2015



Bi-Manual Coordination Digital Spirometer Breathing Game

Pinch and Grasp training Supination/Pronation/Reaching

USC ICT Rehabilitation Lab Novel Interface Projects



Various Labs began developing Infrared & Webcam-based Tracking Options…2005-2012

Cameirão et al Alcaniz et al

USC Motor Rehab Lab

Rizzo, Yeh, & Lange



Web-Cam tracked UE Range of Motion

Balance Training

Supination/Pronation/Reaching

USC ICT Rehabilitation Lab WebCam Projects



Carolyn Bryanton1, Marie Brien2, Jennifer McLean2, Anna McCormick2, Heidi Sveistrup1

Children generate a greater range of ankle dorsiflexion, demonstrate better control of active ankle dorsiflexion movement, and report greater interest in doing 
the same exercise when delivered through a virtual reality system than as a stand-alone exercise. The next series of experiments will characterize the muscle 

activity generated during the two exercise modes as well as determine retention and transfer of effects following an intervention trial.

2006



Kinect Motion Tracking Interface Project

Jewel Mine Upper Extremity Range of Motion Early Prototype





This is the starting point of the adventure



Venture if you dare!



Venture if you dare!
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http://www.virtual-reality-rehabilitation.com/products/home-rehabilitation/is-it-possible

http://www.virtualrehab.info/



Cognitive Assessment/Rehabilitation

Physical Assessment/Rehabilitation
2020‐Present



2020‐Present

I-Series
My Mom 
Revisits 
Rome!





















Brown, Standon, Cromby et al., 1994-1998



Standon, Cromby et al., 1995



Virtual Supermarket
Levy, Lok et al. 2016



Koenig et al. 2020
Katana Simulations



VirtuLeap





1998 Research Version
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Collaboration with Cyrus Shahabi

All 18 component  movement 
metrics produced significant 
diffs. between groups and 
across distraction conditions!

In: Parsons & Rizzo,et al. (2007).
A controlled clinical comparison of
attention performance in children
with ADHD in a virtual reality
classroom compared to standard
neuropsychological methods.

Child Neuropsychology.

MEASURE

“Hyperactivity” Comparison from Head, Arm, and Leg Sensors



VR Classroom Head Tracking Data

w /o  D is t r ac t ion
w /  D is t r ac t ion
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A ll 1 8  c o m p o n e n t  
m o v e m e n t m e tr ic s  
p ro d u c e d  s ig n if ic a n t  
d iffs . b e tw e e n  g ro u p s  
a n d  a c ro s s  d is tra c tio n  
c o n d it io n s !



Randomly selected 
ADHD and Control 
Subject Facing 

Blackboard during    
10 min. vigilance trial.

Neurotypical ADHD



 Controls (n=10 X 20 Hit Stimuli per subject)

 Missed 1 Out of 200 Hit Stimuli
 .05% looking away from board 

during Hit Stimuli

 ADHD (n=8 X 20 Hit Stimuli  per subject)

 Missed 41 Out of 160 Hit Stimuli
 25% looking away from board 

during Hit Stimuli

Loss of FOCUS  vs. Distractibility errors specified in 
a fashion that is not possible to measure without VR!







• Neurotypical Normative USA Sample (n=695; aged 6-13)
• Successful Data Collection that reflects normal age-based 

developmental improvements. 

Results from this normative sample showed clear linear
performance improvements on all variables across the ages of
6‐13, as was predicted across this developmental period. For
example, when grouped by 2‐year intervals, male participants
showed a reduction of both omission and commission errors
across the age groupings (for ages, 6‐7, 8‐9, 10‐11, and 12‐13,
mean O’s = 13.6, 6.6, 4.2, and 2.1, and mean C’s = 22.5, 12.1,
5.4, and 2.9, respectively). Moreover, reaction time and
reaction time variability produced similar reductions (mean
RT’s (in msecs.) = 523, 450, 407, and 402, and mean RTV’s =
197, 149, 124, 110, respectively).

These findings provide support for the VC’s capability 
to capture performance change over this span of early childhood development. 
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Panic disorder and agoraphobia

Botella et al., 1999



N = 36. All p < .001.   90 and 91% panic-free at follow-up.
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Botella et al. (2007)

Panic disorder and agoraphobia

Virtual Human Exposure as good as the real thing!



Social phobia

Bouchard et al. (2017)

“Conducting exposure in VR was MORE effective at post 
treatment than in vivo on the primary outcome measure”



Burke, Bresnahan, Epnere, Rizzo, Partin, Ahlness & Trimmer (2017)

Job Interview Training System for High Functioning Persons with 
Autism Spectrum Disorder

Now being used with Veterans and Incarcerated Juveniles 
in advance of being released.



Yang et al, 2014



Direct Training for Dealing with the Stress of a Police Encounter





Virtual Patients – Military and Civilian Applications

Virtual Patients w/USC Psychiatry

USC Social Work Military MSW Program

SickCall

Justin Justina

Collaboration with the USC School of Social Work  Masters in Military 
Social Work Program

Virtual Patients Lab

2012



167

Standard Patient Toolkit

The Present and FutureVirtual Patient Toolkit

Talbot & Rizzo, 2017



168

Library of Patients with adjustable weight/body types

Virtual Patient Toolkit

The "See one, do one, teach one," of the old
days becomes, "See a hundred, and practice
until your scores match the top 10%--then do
one on a live patient.

Kevin R. Stone, M.D Orthopedic Surgeon
& Regenerative Medicine Pioneer



Virtual Patients Lab
MIND: Motivational Interviewing Novice Demonstration Simulation

“CONCLUSIONS AND RELEVANCE: This randomized trial demonstrated a
successful transfer of training from a VSP to human standardized
patients. The VSP MI skill outcomes were better than those achieved
with academic study and were maintained over time. Virtual
standardized patients have the potential to facilitate dissemination of MI
and may be useful for training in other evidence-based skills and
treatments.”



Virtual Patients Lab
MIND: Motivational Interviewing Novice Demonstration Simulation





Skip Rizzo, Ph.D.  
USC Institute for Creative Technologies       

Cognitive Leap
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EXPOSE

MOTIVATE MEASURE



“When clinicians were surveyed as to interventions predicted to
increase in the next decade, VR ranked 4th out of 45 options with other
computer-supported methods occupying 4 out of the top 5 positions.”

Norcross JC, Pfund RA, Prochaska JO. (2013). Psychotherapy in 2022. A Delphi poll 
on its future. Professional Psychology: Research & Practice. 44(5):363–70.



 General VR Ethical Issues
 Cybersickness, etc.
 Overuse/Escapism
 Violence
 Delusions
 Child Use
 Digital Divide

 Clinical VR Ethics
 Practice within Expertise
 Self Diagnosis
 Self Treatment
 Evidence Based Claims?
 Confidentiality
 Virtual Therapists?



1992

1997

2005

2020

2011

2021

Ready Player One!











Shameless Promotion Dept.
(Rizzo & Bouchard, 2019)

Request copy at: rizzo@ict.usc.edu



FOR THE YOUNG AT 
HEART



MRS. RIZZO TRIES VR



University of Southern California
Russ Shilling, Arno Hartholt, Andrew 
Leeds, David Kwok, Sharon Mozgai, 
Jarrell Pair

Long Beach VA
Chris Reist, Todd Adamson

Emory University
Barbara Rothbaum, Tanja Jovanovic, 
Seth Norrholm, Maryrose Gerardi

Flinders University
Belinda Lange, Sebastian Koenig

Uniform Services University of the Health 
Sciences
Michael Roy

Puget Sound VA
Greg Reger, Aaron Norr, Matt Mishkind

Weill Cornell Graduate School of Medical Sciences
JoAnn Difede, Judith Cukor

Soldier Strong Foundation
Chris Meek

And many others too numerous to name!!
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ValGenesis VLMS
The de facto standard for

100%
PAPERLESS

VALIDATION

Valgenesis.com

ValGenesis, Inc.
ValGenesis, Inc., 395 Oyster Point Boulevard, Suite 228, South San Francisco, CA 94080    Phone 510 445 0505 

27 AUG 2021

Steve Thompson, Director Industry Solutions

Regulatory Framework for the Digital World



The nice thing about standards 
is that you have so many to 

choose from. Ar
th

ur
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International Conference for Harmonization
ICH

Common Technical Document
CTD

electronic CTD
eCTD



electronic Common Technical Document

• An interface and international specification
• Pharmaceutical industry to agency transfer of regulatory information 
• Specification is based on the Common Technical Document (CTD)
• Developed by the International Council for Harmoniztion (ICH)

Multidisciplinary Group 2 Expert Working Group (ICH M2 EWG)

eCTD
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https://www.ich.org/page/ctd
https://www.ich.org/page/ctd
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Clinical Data Interchange Standards Consortium

NOTE: “Clinical Data”

https://www.cdisc.org/standards


cd
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https://www.cdisc.org/standards
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How did HL7 get its name?

Health Level-7 (HL7) was created by Health Level Seven International, 
a non-profit organization dedicated to developing standards for the 
exchange of electronic health care data.





American Standard Code for 
Information Interchange



ASCII



Other standard file formats / protocols

.gif

.jpg / jpeg

.mpg

.mpg4

.png

.doc / docx

.xls / xlsx

.ppt

.pdf

VHS
TCP/IP
XML
HTTP
HTTPS



Technology needs standards



The difference between 
Frameworks & Standards

di
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et

w
ee

n.
co

m

A framework is something vague that 
provides guidelines on how to do something, 
like best practices and you
do not have to follow it. 

However, 
a standard is something that is defined very well and 
you have to follow it.

infosecinstitute.com
\

• Standard are accepted as best 
practices whereas framework are 
practices that are generally 
employed

• Standard are specific while 
framework are general

https://www.differencebetween.com/difference-between-standard-and-vs-framework/
http://community.infosecinstitute.com/


Regulatory
Frameworks

Standards
Technologies



The nice thing about 
standards is that you 

have so many to 
choose from.

The problem is we don’t really have ONE

And we desperately need ONE

re: Regulatory Framework for Life Science



So, let’s make one



a system of classification

Taxonomy
tax·on·o·my
/takˈsänəmē/ * 

* International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA)



Basic Syllable Rules

To find the number of syllables: 
---count the vowels in the word, ...
• Divide between two middle consonants. ...
• Usually divide before a single middle consonant. ...
• Divide before the consonant before an "-le" syllable. ...
• Divide off any compound words, prefixes, suffixes and roots 

which have vowel sounds.
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http://english.glendale.cc.ca.us/phonics.rules.html


a set of concepts and categories 
in a subject area or domain
that shows their properties 
and the relations between them.

Ontology
on·tol·o·gy
/änˈtäləjē/ *

* IPA



concepts 
& 

categories

Ontology subject area /
domain

that shows their properties
and the relations between them.

Dogs  Coat  [Hair | Fur]
Dogs  Tail  hindquarters  [long | short | curly | none]



We desperately need one because…

We’re in the 4th Industrial Revolution (Industry 4.0 / Pharma 4.0)

The Fourth Industrial Revolution is 
• automation of traditional manufacturing and industrial practices,
• using modern smart technology (AI/ML, IoT, …)

Pharma 4.0TM is an ISPE framework 
• adapting digital strategies
• unique contexts of pharmaceutical manufacturing
• especially using more analytical information 
• to improve productivity and product quality

We need technology to advance, compete, and survive

Technology needs Standards, that are based on a Framework



We desperately need one because…

Data is a most valued asset
If we can mine data, we can find cures (AI/ML)

Continuous Process Verification
Continuous Validation
Continuous Audit
Virtual Audit / Inspection
Agency Review
Quality by Design
Quality by Review
Reactive > Proactive > Predictive > Prescriptive



We’ll have to make one
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GLOBAL REGULATORY AND R&D POLICY LEAD,
DIGITAL HEALTH, DIAGNOSTICS, ONCOLOGY

MEGAN K. DOYLE, JD, MPH

AI IN DRUG DEVELOPMENT
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The views expressed herein represent those of the author and 
do not necessarily represent the views or practices of the 
author’s employer or any other party.

This presentation does not constitute legal advice of any type.

DISCLAIMER

Presentation to limited audience on given date. Not intended for further distribution.
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• Typical drug development process
• Where AI can fit in (premarket, postmarket)
• How AI can fit in – use cases
• Current examples – hot off the press
• Policy issues this raises

OUTLINE

Presentation to limited audience on given date. Not intended for further distribution.



TYPICAL DRUG DEVELOPMENT

Presentation to limited audience on given date. Not intended for further distribution.
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Presentation to limited audience on given date. Not intended for further distribution.

Source: PhRMA, Biopharmaceutical Research & Development:The Process Behind New Medicines.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide illustrates the number of potential targets and candidates in the drug discovery phase that are analyzed, in order to produce 1 FDA approved medicine.

http://phrma-docs.phrma.org/sites/default/files/pdf/rd_brochure_022307.pdf
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TIMELINE AND COST

Q: How long does it take to bring a new, 
FDA-approved medicine to patients? 

A: At least 10 years, on average.

Source: PhRMA, Biopharmaceutical Research & Development:The Process Behind New Medicines.

Presentation to limited audience on given date. Not intended for further distribution.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Obviously this varies by therapeutic area, and we are seeing drug development get faster and faster in certain regions, where expedited approval pathways exist for drugs that target areas of high unmet need.  This is the average, though, as of a 2015 report by PhRMA. 

http://phrma-docs.phrma.org/sites/default/files/pdf/rd_brochure_022307.pdf
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TIMELINE AND COST

Q: How much does it cost? 

A: $2.6 Billion, on average.  

Source: PhRMA, Biopharmaceutical Research & Development:The Process Behind New Medicines.

In 2015, the average R&D cost required to bring a new, FDA-approved medicine to patients is estimated to be $2.6 billion over the
past decade (in 2013 dollars), including the cost of the many potential medicines that do not make it through to FDA approval.

Presentation to limited audience on given date. Not intended for further distribution.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
That is the average R&D cost over the past decade, in 2013 dollars, including the development cost of all the drugs that do not make it to approval.  

http://phrma-docs.phrma.org/sites/default/files/pdf/rd_brochure_022307.pdf


WHERE CAN AI FIT INTO DRUG 
DEVELOPMENT? 

Presentation to limited audience on given date. Not intended for further distribution.
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HOW AI CAN FIT IN - PREMARKET

1. Antibody & protein 
engineering

2. Small molecule 
design

3. Clinical trial 
subject 
identification

4. Clinical trial site 
selection

Presentation to limited audience on given date. Not intended for further distribution.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In the premarket setting, there are a variety of uses of AI.  This is where there seems to be the most interest currently in using AI for drug development.  We’ll talk about each of these opportunities for AI, in the subsequent slides.  
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HOW AI CAN FIT IN - PREMARKET

1. Antibody& protein 
engineering

2. Small molecule 
designBi-specific antibody

Small molecule

Presentation to limited audience on given date. Not intended for further distribution.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Two main areas in which AI and ML has been used in early drug discovery:Designing completely new small molecules – how you more efficiently synthesize them; you use ML to work backwards, also regarding small molecule chemistry, you can use AI to predict ligand binding pocketsAntibody and protein engineering – protein engineering is very difficult and much more difficult than small molecule development because proteins are so complex.  AI and ML have been used to more efficiently reproduce protein structures/folding. May eventually be able to perform in silico drug design for biologics.
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PROTEIN ENGINEERING – USE CASES

Target Discovery

• Predict compounds 
that interact with the 
target

• Predict optimal drug 
candidate 
sequences for a 
protein or target of 
interest

Protein Structure

• Predict protein 
folding and structure

• Some predictions 
precise enough to 
detail atomic 
features useful for 
drug design

• Some tools can 
compute a prediction 
in minutes to hours

Protein optimization

• Predicting and 
optimizing properties 
or protein sequence 
(properties of a drug 
compound)

• Predict which 
experiments to 
conduct to optimize 
protein, for more 
efficient drug 
development

Sources: absi.com/technology, accessed 8/20/21; AI in Drug Discovery Requires Extensive Chemical Libraries, Finds IDTechEx, Aug. 18, 2021; 
Callaway, E., “DeepMind’s AI predicts structures for a vast trove of proteins,” Nature | Vol 595 | 29 July 2021 | 635. 

Presentation to limited audience on given date. Not intended for further distributionPresentation to limited audience on given date. Not intended for further distribution.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
AI can be used for screening of compounds that interact with a target of interest (hit screening), protein folding design of new molecules (de novo drug design) through to the optimization of properties such as absorption and distribution (lead optimization).(1) Target discovery: identify molecules from a database that can interact with a target that has a known 3D structure (train algorithms using large, shared drug databases results of ligand/target binding affinities); then can also use disease tissue samples or bulk RNA sequencing data to reconstruct sequences of human monoclonal antibodies (potential drugs) that are prevalent in the tissue. Using the antibodies as probes, can identify corresponding antigens (potential drug targets). (2) Protein Structure and Folding: Knowing the amino acid sequence to a 3D structure is a long-standing challenge. The human genome holds the instructions for more than 20,000 proteins. But only about one-third of those have had their 3D structures determined experimentally. And in many cases, those structures are only partially known. Companies are now trying to create the 3D structure using not just pure physics but ML and Deep Learning Algorithms.  (3) Once you have a candidate therapeutic protein, can use AI to predict and optimize the sequence and properties of the drug.  Then, rather than iteratively conducting experiments over course of many years, can identify optimal experiments or sequence of experiments to conduct to optimize the drug.  All three of these uses can speed drug development. 

https://www.absci.com/technology/
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/ai-in-drug-discovery-requires-extensive-chemical-libraries-finds-idtechex-301357088.html
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-021-02025-4
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CURRENT EXAMPLES – HOT OFF THE PRESS

Sources: Callaway, E., “DeepMind’s AI predicts structures for a vast trove of proteins,” Nature | Vol 595 | 29 July 2021 | 635; Sparkes, M., “DeepMind's 
protein-folding AI cracks biology's biggest problem,” NewScientist, 28 July 2022. 
Presentation to limited audience on given date. Not intended for further distribution.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Artificial intelligence (AI) tool called AlphaFold, which has been developed by Google’s sister company DeepMind, has predicted the structure of nearly the entire human proteomeBlew away the scientific community by winning in a clean sweep a protein-folding competition using only deep learning experts, not scientists.Alpha Fold’s predicted structures, which cover 98.5% of known human proteins, have varying accuracy.  However, the graph shows some that were pretty accurate.Then, in July 2022, one year after AlphaFold was released, DeepMind, in partnership with EMBL’s European Bioinformatics Institute (EMBL-EBI), released predicted structures for nearly all catalogued proteins known to science, which will expand the open source database by over 200x - from nearly 1 million structures to over 200 million structures. 

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-021-02025-4
https://www.newscientist.com/article/2330866-deepminds-protein-folding-ai-cracks-biologys-biggest-problem/
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CURRENT EXAMPLES – HOT OFF THE PRESS

Sources: DeepMind, Inc, Press Release: AlphaFold reveals the structure of the protein universe, 28 July 2022. 
. 
Presentation to limited audience on given date. Not intended for further distribution.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide shows the number of protein structures now known today and listed in the AlphaFold publicly accessible database, compared to what was known prior to use of AlphaFold’s AI to determine protein structures.

https://www.deepmind.com/blog/alphafold-reveals-the-structure-of-the-protein-universe
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CURRENT EXAMPLES – HOT OFF THE PRESS

Source: Byrne J., BioPharma-reporter.com, July 27, 2021; European Pharmaceutical Manufacturer, August 5, 2021.

Presentation to limited audience on given date. Not intended for further distribution.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Drug companies are partnering with AI biotechs to use their AI tech to help identify targets:Healx + Ono: Ono wants to develop drugs for rare diseases with unmet need (no previously approved drugs).  Partnered with Healx, which has developed an AI drug discovery platform, Healnet, to integrates data from sources such as biomedical research and articles, to form a detailed rare disease biomedical knowledge graph. This graph is analysed by Healx’s AI methods to pinpoint non-obvious disease-compound relationships with the highest probability of success. The models are trained to discover novel disease biology and modes of action, without being limited to a single biological target.Absci – just had an IPO; uses AI models of protein function and manufacturability to inform future drugs and design in silico, uses sequence databases and proprietary assays and bioinformatics to conduct computational antibody and target discovery.

https://www.biopharma-reporter.com/Article/2021/07/27/Biotech-Absci-sees-shares-soar-in-IPO-debut?utm_source=copyright&utm_medium=OnSite&utm_campaign=copyright
https://www.epmmagazine.com/pharma-manufacturing-news/biopharma-news/healx-collaborates-with-ono-pharmaceutical/
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HOW AI CAN FIT IN - PREMARKET

3. Clinical trial 
subject 
identification

4. Clinical trial site 
selection

Subject screening Predicting optimal sites

Presentation to limited audience on given date. Not intended for further distribution.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
AI and other advanced algorithms can also be used in drug development (the clinical trial phase).  As noted on the initial slide, most drug development requires three clinical trials (Phase 1, Phase 2, Phase 3).  Sometimes more are required, it depends on the therapeutic area and product. In the clinical trial setting, AI can be used to screen for subjects.  Algorithms can be used to comb through EHRs and other databases to find subjects who have a rare biomarker that makes them eligible for a trial, for a combination of certain health history that makes them eligible, etc.
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CLINICAL TRIALS – USE CASES

• Roughly 80% of clinical trials fail to meet enrollment timelines, and around one-third 
of Phase III clinical studies are terminated because of enrollment difficulties.

• Subject recruitment tactics historically relied on time-consuming chart reviews by 
staff, physician referrals, recruitment ads (radio, print, web, etc.)

• Extracting information from medical records — including EHRs and molecular lab 
test results — is a sought after application of AI.

• Natural language processing (NLP) can help extract and analyze relevant 
information from EHRs, compare with eligibility criteria, and match patients to trials.

• AI can also be used to create synthetic control arms, identify optimal sites and 
investigators for recruitment, as well as optimal sites for GCP compliance (based on 
historical clinical trial data).

Sources: CBInsights, The Future Of Clinical Trials: How AI, Big Tech, & Covid-19 Could Make Drug Development Cheaper, 
Faster, & More Effective, April 6, 2021; Medidata, AcornAI, accessed 8.20.2021.

Presentation to limited audience on given date. Not intended for further distribution.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As noted on this slide, many clinical trials historically have struggled with enrollment.  It can be challenging to enroll subjects, and sometimes a program is terminated or a study is terminated due to low enrollment. Historically, recruitment of subjects was based on chart reviews, referrals, recruitment ads.  Now, using AI to extract information from medical records and predict patients who would be appropriate for a trial, a sponsor could potentially speed this process. AI can also be used to identify the optimal investigators and sites – trained algorithms can review historical clinical trial data and identify investigators that are best at recruiting this type of patient, which clinical trial sites will have the best GCP compliance, etc. 

https://www.cbinsights.com/research/clinical-trials-ai-tech-disruption/#find
https://www.medidata.com/en/clinical-trial-products/acorn-ai
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• Pharmacovigilance
• Identification of missed or 

potential patients

WHERE AI CAN FIT IN – POSTMARKET

Presentation to limited audience on given date. Not intended for further distribution.
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HOW AI CAN FIT IN - PHARMACOVIGILANCE

Signal Detection 
Assessment

Case 
processing

Spontaneous 
reports

Literature 
reviews

Sources: Bhangale, R et al., A Day in the Life of a Pharmacovigilance Case Processor, Perspect Clin Res. 2017 Oct-Dec; 8(4): 192–195.; Murali, K et al., 
Artificial intelligence in pharmacovigilance: Practical utility, Indian J Pharmacol. 2019 Nov-Dec; 51(6): 373–376.

Presentation to limited audience on given date. Not intended for further distribution.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Pharmacovigilance is a regulatory obligation for marketing authorization holders of marketed drugs/biologics.  It involves keeping constant watch (365 days/year) for potential adverse events with use of the product and assessing potential causality.  If a safety signal is detected, the marketing authorization holder may have regulatory obligations that result (notify regulatory authorities, update the label, etc.).PV is the science and activities relating to the detection, assessment, understanding, and prevention of adverse effects of drugs or any other possible drug-related problems.PV relies on information gathered from the collection of individual case safety reports and other pharmacoepidemiological data. The PV data processing cycle starts with data collection in computerized systems followed by complete data entry which includes adverse event coding, drug coding, causality and expectedness assessment, narrative writing, quality control, and report submissions followed by data storage and maintenance.  To date, much of this has been done manually, particularly case processing.  Even if a search string is used to survey literature daily for articles that relate to the product and may involve an AE, someone has to manually review those articles.  Once data are gathered and processed, signal detection is also done manually, usually with a team of medical and safety experts who analyze the data and use their professional clinical judgment to assess causality and whether a trend exists. AI has the potential to automate many of these processes.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5654220/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6984023/
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HOW CAN AI FIT IN – POSTMARKET USE CASES

Case 
Management

• Rule-based 
algorithm for 
literature reviews

• Rule-based 
algorithm that 
identifies 
spontaneous 
reports from 
HCPs

Signal Detection

• Algorithm to 
predict whether 
evidence exists 
to support a 
causal 
association

Patient 
Identification

• Algorithm aids in 
diagnosis

• Aids in 
identification of 
patients in need 
of an already 
marketed 
intervention or 
therapy

Sources: Bhangale, R et al., A Day in the Life of a Pharmacovigilance Case Processor, Perspect Clin Res. 2017 Oct-Dec; 8(4): 192–195.; Murali, K et al., 
Artificial intelligence in pharmacovigilance: Practical utility, Indian J Pharmacol. 2019 Nov-Dec; 51(6): 373–376; FDA, Evaluation of Automatic Class III 
Designation for ContaCT: Decision Summary, 2/13/2018.. 

Presentation to limited audience on given date. Not intended for further distribution.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Adverse events are passively reported, by patients, HCPs, others.  They are also identified via literature reviews.  For literature searches, companies could use a search strategy for abstracts.  However, this still results in thousands of abstracts/week.  A human still reviews and reads all of these to assess for AEs, and there is a low rate of new AEs being identified in this way.(1) Case Management: So algorithms can be developed that look for certain elements in abstracts and articles in the literature; elements that are more likely to be new, relevant information.  This could help pull the most appropriate abstracts and articles for human review.  It also reduces the noise and the number of articles that need human review.For case processing, FDA assumes any spontaneous report from a HCP is causal.  Therefore these have to be pulled out and reviewed.  So algorithms can also be developed that identify these as causal and pull them out.(2) Signal Detection – this is the process of assessing whether the evidence supports a causal association between a particular adverse event and the product.  This is a judgment that is today made by teams of medical and safety experts after assessing the data; or alternatively, regulators have their own signal detection capabilities and can notify a company of a potential signal.  Use of AI in this context is more complicated and there are concerns about it potentially replacing medical judgment.  However, there is a lot of interest in whether we can actually validate algorithms that may make a suggestion of a signal assessment, with a human always having the final sayWe very much believe that human judgment cannot be replaced; that is not where we are with the technology. (3) In the postmarket setting, AI has the ability to potentially identify patients that would previously have been missed, or more efficiently identify patients, with a specific condition.  

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5654220/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6984023/
https://www.accessdata.fda.gov/cdrh_docs/reviews/DEN170073.pdf
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CURRENT EXAMPLES – HOT OFF THE PRESS

Sources: FDA, News Release, 6/2/21; FDA News Release, 2/13/18; FDA, News Release, 4/9/21.

Presentation to limited audience on given date. Not intended for further distribution.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Aid in diagnosis/identification:  FDA has authorized at least three algorithms through the de novo process (we’ll get to that later).  All three are used to help support diagnosis and clinical decision making, using AI or ML. For example, ContaCT uses an artificial intelligence uses an algorithm to analyze images for findings suggestive of a pre-specified clinical condition and to notify an appropriate medical specialist of these findings.  Specifically, it analyzes CT angiogram images of the brain acquired in the acute setting, and sends notifications to a neurovascular specialist that a suspected large vessel occlusion has been identified and recommends review of those images.GI Genius uses artificial intelligence (AI) based on machine learning to assist clinicians in detecting lesions (such as polyps or suspected tumors) in the colon in real time during a colonoscopy. It is not intended to characterize or classify a lesion, nor to replace lab sampling as a means of diagnosis. GI Genius only identifies regions of the colon within the endoscope’s field of view where a colorectal polyp might be located, allowing for a more extended examination in real time during colonoscopy. It is up to the clinician to decide whether the identified region actually contains a suspected lesion, and how the lesion should be managed.Cognoa ASD Diagnosis Aid is a machine learning-based software intended to help health care providers diagnose ASD in children who exhibit potential symptoms. It uses ML algorithm to receive input from parents or caregivers, video analysts and health care providers to assist physicians in evaluating the patient. It consists of three main components: a mobile app for caregivers and parents to answer questions about behavior problems and to upload videos of their child; a video analysis portal that allows manufacturer-trained and certified specialists to view and analyze uploaded videos of patients; and a health care provider portal that is intended for a health care provider to enter answers to pre-loaded questions about behavior problems, track the information provided by parents or caregivers and review a report of the results. After processing the information provided by parents, caregivers and healthcare providers, the ASD Diagnosis Aid reports a positive or negative diagnosis if there is sufficient information for its algorithm to make a diagnosis

https://www.fda.gov/news-events/press-announcements/fda-authorizes-marketing-diagnostic-aid-autism-spectrum-disorder
https://www.fda.gov/news-events/press-announcements/fda-permits-marketing-clinical-decision-support-software-alerting-providers-potential-stroke
https://www.fda.gov/news-events/press-announcements/fda-authorizes-marketing-first-device-uses-artificial-intelligence-help-detect-potential-signs-colon


POLICY ISSUES RAISED BY AI IN DRUG 
DEVELOPMENT

Presentation to limited audience on given date. Not intended for further distribution.
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POLICY ISSUES
Privacy

• Access to 
genomic data

• Privacy laws 
– striking the 
right balance

Regulatory

• US Device 
regulatory 
model does 
not fit AI

• AI Regulation 
in EU not 
sector 
specific

• What is a 
diagnostic?

R&D

• Which 
activities are 
regulated?

• Replacing 
human 
involvement

Presentation to limited audience on given date. Not intended for further distribution.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
AI obviously has the potential to speed drug development.  From target selection, to drug design with protein structure and optimization, to executing clinical trials more swiftly and successfully.  In the postmarket setting, it also has the potential to make pharmacovigilance more efficient and potentially identify appropriate patients.  However, this involves a lot of changes to how drug development and regulatory review/authorization has typically proceeded.  How we handle those from a policy perspective, those are open questions right now.  
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• No national privacy law
• State laws in response –

patchwork of requirements
• Device regulatory model 

must adapt
• What is a diagnostic? What 

is a companion diagnostic?

POLICY ISSUES

US
• TEHDAS – how to create 

health data space that enables 
research

• AI Regulation – how to 
regulate without impeding AI 
in drug development

• GDPR – how to protect 
privacy without inhibiting R&D

EU

Presentation to limited audience on given date. Not intended for further distribution.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Regulatory and privacy somewhat go hand in hand.   Privacy laws in some regions can be potentially too broad, because they are not sector specific (e.g. GDPR).  In some regions, we have no privacy laws at all, or, in the US, we have only a smattering of state-level laws.We are similarly seeing efforts in some regions, such as the EU, to formally regulate AI across all sectors, and to establish a health data space whereby European health data could be used for many purposes, including R&D.  However, all of these efforts, if they are too broad or not specific to the health sector, could potentially limit the ability to use AI for R&D.For example, the General Data Protection Regulation in the EU is intended to ensure that personal data of European citizens is adequately protected and not used without appropriate consent. Though it was drafted and passed by the European Union (EU), it imposes obligations onto organizations anywhere, so long as they target or collect data related to people in the EU. Personal health data is particularly sensitive, and can only be used and processed in certain ways.  We have found that some current interpretations of the GDPR could render it impossible to conduct biompharmaceutical R&D.  For example, according to a recent ruling (Schrems II) if you even store the data from a global trial that includes European in a cloud that is owned by a US company (e.g. Amazon web services), that could violate GDPR.   
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REGULATORY POLICY ISSUES, IN DETAIL

“The FDA’s traditional paradigm of medical device 
regulation was not designed for adaptive artificial 
intelligence and machine learning technologies.”

Source: FDA, Artificial Intelligence/Machine Learning-Based Software as a Medical Device Action Plan, January 2021.

Presentation to limited audience on given date. Not intended for further distribution.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Just on the regulatory side alone, there are challenges that AI in drug development poses.  First, algorithms that are continuously learning do not fit the model of medical device regulation to date.  That model involves reviewing a device, assessing the risk/benefit and safety/effectiveness, and clearing, approving, or authorizing it for marketing.  This is a single premarket review; modifications to the device that are significant require a subsequent submission/approval for the change.  FDA therefore has to come up with a new model.  Currently involves a few key elements: A“predetermined change control plan” in premarket submissions, would include the types of anticipated modifications—referred to as the “Software as a Medical Device Pre-Specifications”—and the associated methodology being used to implement those changes in a controlled manner that manages risks to patients —referred to as the “Algorithm Change Protocol.”  Developing “Good Machine Learning Practices” which would be like Good Manufacturing Practices for drugs and devices, but adapted for AI/ML algorithms.  Would outline what are the practices a manufacturer needs to have in place to ensure the quality of the resulting product. 

https://www.fda.gov/medical-devices/software-medical-device-samd/artificial-intelligence-and-machine-learning-software-medical-device#regulation
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REGULATORY POLICY ISSUES, IN DETAIL

• Proposed framework for 
regulation of AI in Europe

• Not sector-specific: Applies to 
tech companies, health care, etc.

• Risk-based approach to 
classification of AI 

• Before placing high-risk AI on EU 
market, must demonstrate 
system confirms with new 
mandatory requirements

Source: European Commission, Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council Laying Down Harmonised Rules on AI, April 
2021.

Presentation to limited audience on given date. Not intended for further distribution.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Last year, the European Commission proposed a framework for the regulation of AI in Europe.  This is not sector-specific, but would apply to any AI system placed on the EU market or if its use affects persons in the EU. AI premarket and post-market requirements will apply to medical devices and IVDs which make use of AI.Risk-based approach – classification based on the function, specific purpose and modalities of use. Other classification considerations include the number of potentially affected persons and irreversibility of harms.However, because it is not sector-specific, there is a risk that certain uses of AI in R&D could be deemed high risk that are not currently subject to regulation.  It is just too early to tell. 

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/resource.html?uri=cellar:e0649735-a372-11eb-9585-01aa75ed71a1.0001.02/DOC_1&format=PDF
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REGULATORY POLICY ISSUES, IN DETAIL

Presentation to limited audience on given date. Not intended for further distribution.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Another current issue in the regulation of AI relates to the postmarket uses we discussed before, where individual AI products have been authorized for marketing as an aid in diagnosis.  To date, in the US, these have not been reviewed as diagnostics.  This is primarily because of the claim pursued, which was not a primary diagnostic claim.  However, it also may be because the current definition of an IVD is something that involves examination of specimens taken from the human body.  It is interesting to think about when and how an AI device could be considered a diagnostic, and maybe even a companion diagnostic (diagnostics that provide information that is essential for the safe and effective use of a drug/biologic.Interestingly, in the EU, where a new regulation on in vitro diagnostics is set to come into force in May 2022, the regulation explicitly notes that software in its own right can be considered by a diagnostic, depending on the intended purpose. 



CONCLUSIONS

Presentation to limited audience on given date. Not intended for further distribution.
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SUMMARY

• AI has many potential uses in drug development

• Such uses could speed discovery and development of novel 
therapies 

• AI products could also render efficiencies in the postmarket
setting and identify patients for therapy

• Privacy and regulatory schemes are trying to adapt, but 
questions and concerns remain

Presentation to limited audience on given date. Not intended for further distribution.
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Technologies



Agenda

Why
Why is there a demand?

How
How do we implement to 
those expectations?

What
What are the 
expectations?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I like to keep things simple. Ideally, I would like to impress upon you why there is demand for security, move into the existing and upcoming expectations of professionals in this field and then for the last part speak a while about the implementation.The size of the circles also denote the length of each section. With that, let’s start the magic struggle bus!



Why



say convenience is
an important fac tor
when choosing the ir
primary care  provide r 3

92%

CVS study

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Market demand translates into 43% of providers now adding mobile capabilities like an app



Market Demand 

Empower

Convenience 3

Personalization
Cost-e ffectiveness
Screening Apps and 

POC tests4

Research

Real World Evidence 1

Decentralized Trials2

Scale

Health Record5

Inte roperability 
IoT & OTS devices

Cloud based se rvices
SaaS (AI + Storage)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Focussing on emerging technologies,I’ve chosen three ways to categorize them. Please note that these are purely my simplifications.To make cognitive sense, I like to think about it as changes in how we research , empower users like doctors and patients then enable these solutions to scale across disciplines, geographies and more. I hope that helps to clarify my thought process. OK, so lets walk through each one. On the Research side, we are seeing an increase in importance attributed to real world evidence gathering technologies. The WHO  Starting from the left, research technologies, empowering the user and scaling the impact across the industry. Ive included a few examples below each. Under research, WHO estimates that RWE is going to significantly increase as a parallel path to accrue data in relation to controlled studies. Various ways to acquire this range from surveys to data scraping from personal devices and global systems. The use of real-world evidence is expected to increase significantly within the next 5 years. “Real-world evidence” refers to observational data in health that are not derived from randomized controlled trials but from other sources such as longitudinal research, data scraping and structured analyses. Real-world evidence should not be considered a substitute for clinical trials but, rather, a complement that provides additional information, reduces uncertainties and can also broadly confirm effectiveness and safety in clinical care. Somewhat complementary are Decentralized Clinical Trials which are an 8.8 Billion market - with a projected growth of 10%, May 2022. DCTs are ways for companies to run studies remotely (ideally) or within a hybrid approach where there are a few site visits. But keep in mind that most of the “knowledge and data” transfers are relying on digital means. The Apple Watch Health studies are a great example for both sections in research. Lets talk about Empowerment now. Simply put, CVS finds that 92% of people want convenience and simplicity in visits. This equates simply to more personal care, available when it is needed and from cost effective sources such as virtual visits or visits that coincide with other activities that we as humans do, such as visiting the grocery store. Touching upon cost: 86% say cost is very important. Factoring in inflation, this is only being exacerbated. Ask yourself, would you want to physically visit your PCP if all they are going to do is discuss your cholesterol levels and tell you to cut back on fast food? Personally, that meeting could have been an email. Also another emerging trend is the ability to conduct more Point Of Care Diagnoses from home. Think about being able to run an ECG on your watch or a COVID test that connects to your cell phone. This is the future, no one wants to stand in a line. Alright, great we want care now and from our homes. How do we do that? We scale our current technologies. There is a lot of work that goes on in the back end to enable the interoperability of these health signals. Health Records are heavily fragmented and making them fit with each other has massive benefits5  but it is easier said than done6. To enable everyone to have a “POC” device, we need to figure out reliable manufacturing and off the shelf solutions so that every consumer can have access to these technologies. This leads to more people using similar devices (think about how many microsoft PCs exist in healthcare ). Now, take it up a notch. Think about how we will store all these data across geographies. Thats where the cloud comes in where new services are offered by manufacturers7. SaaS systems that will use AI to provide “insights” and helpful tools that reduce friction. This is healthcare at scale. 



Market Need:
Connectivity & Pe rsonalization 

Marke t Growth:
Point of Care  Dx

Major increase  to consumer demand.

• 64.3% increase (forecasted) in 
te lehealth demand, 20 20 8

• 40% of Provide rs find digital tools 
valuable  for communication9

• 83% of Providers find patient 
unde rstanding of te st  re sults impacts 
engagement 9

51B

36 B

2018 2029

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The global point of care diagnostics market is projected to grow from $36.37 billion in 2022 to $51.94 billion by 2029, at a CAGR of 5.2% in forecast period... Read More10 As you can see, even in  a pre-COVID world, the voice of the customer is to implement more digital and connected solutions. In a post-COVID world, where the FDA has already made concessions to allow modifications to allow additional connectivity (see- Emergency guidances), the market will be inherently more connected.This was a pre-COVID time. FDA has provided Emergency Use Authoriations for home collection devices, POC diagnostics as well as improving cnnectivity for existing devices. it is a safe assumption the market for home use and Point of care devices will rise as consumers & providers become comfortable collecting samples, reading test results and making decisions in a decentralized manner away from the centralized laboratories.



Breach (Ball) Trends

Source: Consumer Identity Breach Report

Healthcare
(51%)

Financial
(13%)

Other 
Industries

(30%)

Retail
(6%)

Regulatory Reaction
● Increased Regulatory controls (CCPA, SB-

327)15

● Increased cost per Healthcare breach, (~ 
$7M)16

● >40% of executives promise a focus on 
security13

● Even the NSA is interested17

Research Takeaways
● PII is the highest value to threats11,16

● Usage of unsupported OS14

● Increasing vulnerable IoT usage12

● Mixed asset management leads to malware 
spread13

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Speaker: I really like this Beachball. And yeah, you probably realize that I am big on puns now. It makes a great point though that of all the sectors, healthcare has the MOST value to threat actors (we’ll get into terminologies later) but essentially the bad guys. Secondly there’s a lot of research into the major vectors for these threats to breach or hack. These are called “exploits” of a “vulnerability”. Now you’re probably wondering why we havent fixed all this, and theres reasons for it too.But for now, try to think about it like this. Healthcare is very valuable data, it is rich with vulnerabilities and there are so many that regulators across the world are actively tightening their control. Some for the right reasons, others for interesting reasons like the NSA. But dont take my word for it…



Industry and Regulators

“All medical devices that use 
software and are connected to 
hospital and health care 
organizations’ networks have 
vulnerabilities …”

Suzanne Schwartz, 
Director, Office  of Strategic
Partne rships and Technology
Innovation, FDA

“Consumers are demanding 
convenience and ease in how 
they access health services. 
Technological solutions have 
the power to simplify health 
care...”

Larry Merlo 
CEO, CVS Health

“

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Take a second to see how these quotes are sides of the same coin. An increase in convenient connectivity (driven by the trends we explored before) leads to vulnerabilities that the regulators are concerned about. And before you ask, the best way to address all vulnerabilities is to just not use your device entirely. Not very convenient or something any company will ever do.  But what companies will do is…



Security is now a 
marke t and brand 

need.

Takeaway

“Security is baked into the 
DNA of every product.”

“Apple designs security 
into the core of its 
platforms.” 

“Protecting your privacy 
starts with the world’s most 
advanced security.”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And here we arrive at the conclusion of the “why”. Customers want convenience but don’t explicitly care about how it is achieved. The regulators want this convenience to be secure. A breach thus becomes a financial but more importantly, a major brand risk. So this is Why it is a brand need for customers of a company to know that “their” system is the most secure. Security thus becomes a market need. Now let’s get into what that means….



What



Source:xkcd/standards



What are *not* expectations

Slow updates 

Poor User Experience

Lack of Expertise

Inherent Vulnerabilities

Regulations and Procedures

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Effective Awareness: Being aware of the steps to be taken and being empowered to execute upon them.Speed: Release of consumer-grade SW updates (Infamous Patch tuesday - Monthly to biweekly cycles for MS updates) followed by exploit wednesdays when the vulnerabilities are made obvious to threat actors18Release of a regulated product update takes time which leads to vulnerabilities being unpatched for a long time, not even counting the speed to implement said patches in an HDO environmentUser experience: Closing down ports and preventing access can sometimes poor. Psychological acceptability: It is essential that the human interface be designed for ease of use, so that users routinely and automatically apply the protection mechanisms correctly. Also, to the extent that the user's mental image of his protection goals matches the mechanisms he must use, mistakes will be minimized. If he must translate his image of his protection needs into a radically different specification language, he will make errors. This is well explained by one of the security adages by Saltzer and Schroeder- “”Pschychological acceptability”, if it is an impediment, people won’t do it. So this needs to be baked into updates -Source19Point Of care procedures: IFUs, Hospital procedures etc are many and confusing. It is hard to meet these plus be mindful of security all the time.Complex Regulations: Over 50% blame is put on FDA policies by manufacturers , frustrates provider organization, CHIME study20Expertise: Getting the right people in the room, investing in the processes, IT and operational Technology are being managed similarly leading to issues - more on that later in the presentation where we talk about attack vectors.Connectivity and Vulnerabilities: Likelihood does not mean susceptible, they can be unknown for upto 8 years (Spectre)21



Frameworks vs Standards vs Regulations 

E.g. AAMI 
TIR57

Applicable
Controls

Voluntary Framework/SPDF 
Regulatory 

Requirements 
for HDO

Regulations for 
Manufacturer (FDA, EU)

List of Controls 
(NIST 800-53)

E.g ISO 
14971

MDM
Guidance

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ok, let’s try to cut through some jargon. We are all familiar with the regulatory requirements for medical devices by now. Regulations for MDMs are different from the ones for HDO. For the rest of the presentation it is important to be aware of the HDO requirements and leverage the same terminology so that we are not adding to the confusion. Keeping that in mind, the Joint Security Plan22 is a voluntary framework generated to support both sides of the fence. This is a framework recognized globally and enables the use of specific standards.I will highlight a few existing standards and some upcoming ones that will meet most if not all the current requirements of regulatory authorities. Later on in the presentation, I’ll share some templates of how they will play nicely together.  



What is it?
A voluntary framework for healthcare  security. Created by the  Healthcare  Sector 
Coordinating Council and endorsed by FDA, device  manufacture rs , and Hospitals

Why use  it?
Comprehensive  organizational maturity check.
Recommended FDA expectation (See  SPDF requirement in draft  guidance)
Refe renced by OUS guidance

How to use  it?

Gap 
Analysis

TPLC 
principles

Develop 
Maturity

Framework: J oint Security Plan22

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
How to use: As the most generic document here, it should be used to critically assess an organization and its maturity. The terminology used is consistent with HDO requirements and will enable you to create labeling and communication processes that will reduce complexity regardless of which regulatory authority you are conversing with. 



What is it?
Comprehensive  se t  of adaptable  standards 
Applicable  to  all Medical Device  Manufacture rs 

Why use  it?
HDOs (US) require  MDS2 form for connected platforms23

Refe renced by MDR (MDCG 20 19-16) othe r standards such as IEC 8230 4-1 and UL 290 0 -224

How to use  it?
Maps all 19 capabilit ie s to  technical standards for implementation 
Repeatable  practice  for product deve lopment. 

Standards: IEC 80 0 0 1 Se rie s

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The 80001 is a comprehensive set that can become overwhelming quickly. Use this sparingly to specifically trace to product/ feature specific requirements like Auditability and Tx Integrity when it is a need. MDS2 = Manufacturer Disclosure Statement for Medical Device 



IEC 80001-2-2

IEC 80001-2-8 

Maps capabilities to 
sections from NIST/ 
IEC 

Auto Log Off

Audit Controls

Authorization

Configuration of Security Features

Cyber Security Product Upgrades

Health Data de-identification

Data Backup and Disaster Recovery

Emergency Access

Health Data integrity and Authenticity

Malware Detection/ Protection

Node Authentication

Person Authentication

Physical Locks on Device

Third Party components in product lifecycle roadmaps

System and Application Hardening

Security Guides

Health Data Storage Confidentiality

Transmission Confidentiality

Transmission Integrity

IEC 62443-3- Industrial Comm systems 
Use for emplaced systems 

ISO IEC 15408 - 3
Security Assurance evaluation

ISO IEC 15408-2
- Security Techniques
- Customized security requirements when no 

predefined components exist

NIST 800-53
- Benchmark!
- US Federally recommended Security Controls 

geared toward organizations
- Highest rigor, acceptability and flexibility
- Use for Med Device Dev by having capability to 

meet Organizational Security Control

ISO IEC 27002 - Code of Practice
- Organizational practices
- Useful for data handling

ISO 27799 - Health Informatics
Organizational practices for custodians of health data

Te
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is the mapping of the 80001 standards. We can choose which ones we want to use for controls and the implementation Is directly in line with MDS2 as well. 



What is it?
- Medical Device specific security risk management standard that 

emulates 14971

Why use it?
- FDA recognized and familiar design 
- Enables separation of security and safety domains

How to use it?
- Use to interface safety risks to security root causes
- Develop holistic risk management plans with acceptance criteria for 

security risks

Standards: AAMI TIR 57

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is a Risk-specific standard that offers a way to connect Security to safety. The flowcharts are familiar to most authorities now. It allows the MDM to define the rubric to connect a security risk to a safety risk. 



Status: Final

● Use for Technical Documents
● Upcoming IMDRF guide25

● ENISA and EU Cybersecurity 
Law impact

● Prescriptive tables for risk

Impact: High

● Traces to MDR GSPR sections
● Min IT requirements 
● User group focus
● Security capabilities identical 

to 80001-2

Guidance : MDCG 20 19-16 Guidance

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The MDCG document has been available for a while now. It is heavily referenced but leaves a few open items such as the overlap with ENISA and EU laws. That being said, it provides much needed information on the Minimum IT requirements as required by the EU MDR. Both the FDA and EU guidance should move towards a consistent approach after the IMDRF guidance is established.  



Status: Draft

● Updated significantly from 
earlier draft

● More aligned with JSP and pre-
cert. 

● Removes tiering
● Reference for current 

submissions

Impact: Medium

● Highlights Framework (SPDF)
● Improved Security 

Architecture and harm 
guidance

● Security Controls
● Transparent Communication 

Guidance : FDA’s cybe rsecurity guidance  

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The FDA recently updated their draft guidance. The prior draft guidance requirements of “tiering” was removed. Although there are existing pre-market and post-market guidance, please refer to this one to understand the discrete documentation that the agency will begin requesting either as part of submissions or for post market inspections. It is more aligned with the JSP and EU guidance. 



FDA’s future plan: FDA  Software Pre-Ce rt Pilot26

Excellence Principles

● Product Quality
● Patient Safety
● Clinical Responsibility
● Cybersecurity Responsibility
● Proactive Culture

Components

● Excellence Appraisal
● Review Determination
● Streamlined Review (if required)
● Real World Performance

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As a future prediction, the FDA has made their plans visible in the the Precert - Pilot program. It is intended to inform the development of a future regulatory model that will provide more streamlined and efficient regulatory oversight of software-based medical devices. Note that there is an excellence principle around just cybersecurity.  



Status:

- Build and iterate mode27

- Development of libraries and 
metrics 28

- Understanding product 
measures that correlate to 
performance28

Security Impact: 

● Key Excellence Principle
● Streamlined Review 

component
○ Threat Model

● Real World Performance 
component
○ Product Performance 

Analytic (PPA)
● Leverages currently recognized 

standards, e.g: NIST CSF

FDA’s future  plan: FDA  Software  Pre -Cert Pilot

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
FDA is currently still iterating upon the precert pilot. We know that there is some headwinds from the legal aspect of a pre-cert itself since the FDA mandate is to clear or approve. In this scenario, by allowing companies to “self-regulate”, this maybe construed as loosening regulations. Putting that aside, aspects such as security are a well understood pillar of the program and the iteration will only lead to better methods to control the security profile of companies for their products. 



How



Organizational Procedural
Global 
view

Baby steps

Product

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Organization: Joint Security PlanProcess: Applicable to the FDA and EU , AAMI TIR 57 , IEC 29147Specialized Tooling: Depending upon the device, connectivity and science there are aspects that would need specific tools and software

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ctqGLSGFUEtBxmAsv2KSecRQ0A1jG9ut


Problem
Shortage of 2M1 Security Professionals
With a small reactive staff, incidents will 
occur.2

Action
Define 5 organizational maturity levels3

Develop awareness and processes 
internally

Organization

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We know from some great studies that the issue begins with getting the right people in the room.A very small percentage stated that they are very well equipped with professionals on staff 29. This small staff will be unable to follow up 30 or generate preventative measures to prevent a security incident. Thus the foundational issue is to discover how far behind an organization is before we even begin. Essentially a gap analysis. This is where the JSP22 begins too. It starts with identifying your organizations’ maturity levels. This can be very useful in the time of an audit and to communicate to leadership on needs for resourcing. This purpose built tiering enables CISO’s to communicate the exact gap to staff up or educate existing staff. Once we are in a normalized environment where the regulatory fellow is not telling the CEO to consider hiring a CISO we can begin work on the …..



Design 
Control

Monitor

Threat 
Modeling

Process & Product

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Process and Product go hand in hand here since the process can be applied to any medical device, but the resulting actions will be vastly different depending upon the product. Simply put, Threat Modeling is a fast, important security process to iterate as the landscape changesDesign Control is to stay consistent and compliant with the documentation and the development  of mitigations. This is still a regulated device after all. Monitoring is an oft forgotten bucket: Survey the product, communicate as needed to customers, leadership as well as the regulating authorities. 
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Threat Modeling



Threat modeling

What is it?
- A light-weight, iterative process to simulate attacks on the product
- Key Principle of Security Management & guidance 31, 32

Why use it?
- Threats vary greatly by device, environment and use case
- Highlights potential gaps and mitigations
- Use it to identify probably threat tiers1

How?
- Use small focused teams with light documentation
- Iterate in cadence with design reviews
- Output inspires Vulnerability, Asset and Threat library33

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Of all the security processes, one of the most important and most stressed upon activities is threat modeling. It is also one of the most misunderstood. Threats are not hazards, they are not harms. They dont equate well into 14971 pathways. They lead to harms and hazards, but do not think of them as purely stagnant issues. Simply put, these are banana peels that are trying to trip you. Threat Tiers are defined in AAMI TIR 57 Table B.1. Purpose is to identify likelihoods of a threat materializing to understand how to address it. So we need to understand the different vectors and the actors if we are to do this right. Some of the best tools out there are by microsoft especially considering that most telehealth systems at Point of Care run MS office, it is a good place to begin. So consider STRIDE for telehealth. From standards POV you have AAMI TIR 57, the Hitrust catalog of threats33 to get started. Lets get into it. 



Threat modeling 

Enumerate Assets

List the items you 
are protecting

Reference the 
intended use and 

safety risks

Identify 
Boundaries

Create Data Flow 
Diagram (DFD)

Decompose 
application (SAD)

STRIDE1,2

Identify potential 
threats

Reference current 
trends, standards

Address

Mitigate, Defer , 
Accept or 
Eliminate

Ensure 
documentation

Threat modeling should be fast, repeatable and low friction to identify gaps Key Action

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Assets: Jewels in the houseKey items that are sacred to the function of the device or the safety of the individualBoundariesTrust boundaries are the ends of the device interfaceData Flow diagrams can be adapted from / with the SADMake it lightweight and start small, increment constantly (there is no design control yet)Ensure you have the right people in the roomSTRIDE: Stride for Telehealth: https://www.researchgate.net/publication/291766457_A_STRIDE-Based_Threat_Model_for_Telehealth_Systems STRIDE tools by Microsoft: https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/securityengineering/sdl/threatmodeling (S)poofing : Be someone else(T)ampering : Change the data(R)epudiation : “Wasn’t me”(I)nformation Disclosure : Leak the data(D)enial of Service: “Netflix is down”(E)levation of Privileges: Promote yourselfAddress:Mitigate the threat - E.g., user passwords get phished is a very realistic threat.  To mitigate user passwords getting phished, you can employ second factor authentication such as a smart card.Defer the threat by transferring the risk to an external entity or subsystem.  E.g., instead of detecting and mitigating malformed web requests, you decided to transfer the risk by sending the requests to an external firewall for payload inspection.Accepting the threat/risk - To assure the provenance of the operating system, you employed an industry TPM chip made by Infineon.  However, there is still a chance that the TPM chip has a backdoor unbeknownst to even the manufacturer.  Since the cost of preventing such a backdoor is very expensive, you can decide to accept the risk.Eliminate the threat - you can eliminate a threat typically by removing the functionality altogether.  E.g., To eliminate the exploits associated with a server, you can disable the call and not run it at all.  



Data Flow Diagram (example)

Repeatable exercise

Keep it simple and 
loose. 

Focus on control 
boundaries

Source: Abomhara, Mohamed & Køien, Geir & Gerdes, Martin. (2015). A STRIDE-Based Threat Model for Telehealth Systems. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Keep it simple and loose. Remember to focus on boundaries of controlling organizationsReview it regularly



What is it?
- A weakness that can be  exploited by a threat

How is it  c reated?
- Conscious Design , Unintended implementation, Unforeseen Deve lopment

How is it  Mitigated?
- Identified using Threat Mode ls, V&V Testing (e .g: pene tration te sting) and Monitoring (e .g: NVD, Scans)
- De te rmine  re levance  and rank them using using CVSS34

- Pre fe r to use  semi-quantitative  scale s to pre se rve  speed

Vulne rability

Vulnerabilities across shared OTS systems should be prioritizedKey Action

https://www.first.org/cvss/


● Overview of current hospital 
systems, simulated attacks and 
mitigations

● Successful remote attempts as well 
as from the kiosks at the hospital

● Mixed-Asset management was 
ineffective

● Connected medical devices need to 
be hardened by default

Case Study 1: Hospitals and Medical Devices 35

Source: ISE research Study

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In the first case study, the authors go into a lot of detail about attacking a hospital. Interestingly, they found a lot of gaps in the security policies, manufacturer default settings and asset management at the hospital itself. As an MDM, we need to push for hardening by default unless a core-function or feature depends upon it.If you remember the first “why” slide, most connected devices use the same OS (windows, linux etc) and OTS software, so it becomes almost impossible to regulate this at a hospital and common vulnerabilities can be exploited very quickly (~few days) and deployed effectively. 



Harvard paper:
Hackaday Paper explanation

● Overview of potential threats to 
Artificial Intelligence/ Machine 
Learning products

● AI/ML-centric threats have 
different vectors and goals

● “Dataset poisoning” in medical 
applications (small datasets, 
high risk) 

● AI attacks cannot be patched 
easily

Case Study 2: AI and trained models 36,37
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Design Control



Procedural view

Concept Definition Development Qualification Launch

Design Control / Pre-Market 

Safety Risk Management

Post Market 

Se
cu

rit
y 

R
is

k 
As

se
ss

m
en

t Verification & 
Validation

+
Security Testing

Customer Complaint

Vulnerability Patch 
Management

Incident Response

End of Life 
Decommissioning

Customer Security Documentation

Design, Development 
and assessment  of 
Security Controls

Source: JSP, minor edits

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes




Threat Modeling

Security Risk Management File

Risk Policy/Plan

Likelihood of 
Occurrence

Summary of 
relevant threat 

event and 
impact

Vulnerabilities

Severity

R
isk C

ontrol 
M

easures

Data Flow Diagram
Safety Risk 

File

Software
Requirements
Specification

Asset & Vulnerability
Library2

Software 
Architecture 

Diagram

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Security Risk Plan/ Policy: This document should record the acceptable risk levels for the organization, similar to the Safety Risk Policy. This should include Semi-Qualitative rubrics for Liklihood vs Acceptability of risk. Asset and Vulnerability Libraries can be referenced in the SAD and further extrapolated as need be for use in Vulnerability Management (scanning) or customer notification (SBOM or Security Operations Manual )Overall Risk: This is the qualitative determination of the threat event as well as post mitigation assessment



Documentation

Most of the items mentioned above are existent design documents. Keep 
the final assets as part of the Design History File (DHF)

Submit as required by guidance documents for the pertinent geography 
(See slides 18-19).  

Following the JSP and accepted standards should meet expectations for 
additional information requests 

Penetration test and SRMF seem to be consistent request by authoritiesKey Action
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Monitor



Monitoring

Surveillance
Vulnerability 
Management

Customer 
Feedback

Communication

Coordinated 
Disclosure38

Bills of Materials 

Operations 
Manual

Lifecycle 

Patch 
Management

End-of-Life

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SBOM- Software Bill of MaterialsSOM - Security Operations Manual 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hCLvwm8XrWlUATDCvjdcxoVdirW2tSz5


Bill of Materials (💣💣)

What is it?
- List of third party SW components necessary for functionality. 
- Intended to promote transparency and empowerment of HDOs 

How do we handle this?

Software 
Architecture
(IEC 62304) 

Asset and 
Vulnerability 

Library

Standardized 
Communication 

Format39



FDA,HIPAA & CDP China CSL 

Indian Data 
Polic ies

GDPR

Global view

ANVISA Guide

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Monitoring also includes understanding the other govt requirements that may impact your strategies.US: HIPAA and some states (5 states have CDP Consumer Data Privacy laws) enacted that may need to be reviewed for compliance. EU: GDPR is a data protection bill that has implications for studies, emerging technologies and consumer protection. EU MDR and Clinical Regulations will take precedence over GDPR in a few cases but overall, have legal review most compliance requirements. China: Chinese Cyber Security Law has implications for data sent over the cloud to other countries. Overall, this impedes centrally established data protection and requires in country implementation that may impede smaller companiesIndia: Over the past few years, India has been implementing legislation to protect citizen rights. Recently, this was repealed but may be incorporated into other laws in the future. Brazil: A new guidance based upon IMDRF is now available for cybersecurity40 



If you think you know - it-all about 
cybe rsecurity, this d isc ipline  was 
probably ill-explained to you.

Stephane Nappo

“
”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
It is ok to not know everything, it is more important to be good enough and transparent. 
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Before the end of today’s symposium, you will 
receive a link to take the program evaluation.  

Follow this link to the Survey:
Take the Survey

Please complete the program evaluation to receive a 
certificate of completion by Friday, October 7, 2022.

https://redcap.med.usc.edu/surveys/?s=P9NHWHXYHCE9FJDW&event_name=%27Emerging%20Technologies%20in%20the%20Medical%20Device%20Industry%209-23-2022%27


Thank You!
regulatory.usc.edu

Phone: (323) 442-3521

Email: regsci@usc.edu
Facebook: @RegSci

www.sc-ctsi.org

Phone: (323) 442-4032

Email: info@sc-ctsi.org
Twitter: @SoCalCTSI

https://regulatory.usc.edu/
mailto:regsci@usc.edu
http://www.sc-ctsi.org/
mailto:info@sc-ctsi.org
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